Carl Harden’s Newly Released “Heaven’s Angels: My Many Encounters” Is An Astonishing Account Of The Supernatural, "The Most Descriptive Encounters Since Biblical Times"

“Heaven's Angels: My Many Encounters” from Christian Faith Publishing author Carl Harden is a fascinating memoir in which the author shares anecdotes from his personal experiences witnessing supernatural manifestations over the years.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) March 07, 2019 -- “Heaven's Angels: My Many Encounters”: an eye-opener, is the creation of published author Carl Harden, a retired chiropractic physician licensed in New York and Florida. Happily married for seventy-plus years, he enjoys playing billiards and playwriting for the community theater.

“I, Carl Harden,” writes the author, “have had many amazing angelic encounters, and it seems only appropriate and logical for this book to be titled 'Heaven’s Angels.' Carl’s angelic encounters are quite extensive, from a silent nod of approval, to physical contacts and ultimately to verbal expressions and playful antics. It is a rare occurrence for a single miracle to happen, but when several happen to the same person, it becomes an o-rama. 'Heaven’s Angels' seems to be the most appropriate description for the many angelic encounters described in this book. My many encounters have to be brought before the public at large. A true tale of such a magnitude should reach out to the entire world. I hope the naysayers will take note and come to see the true nature of the angels. Angels are real.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Carl Harden’s new book is a remarkable collection compiling anecdotal evidence from an unexpected medium for the other side.

Readers who have always believed or even sensed that humanity was not alone will be touched with a sense of awe and even hope with every story in this compelling volume.

View a synopsis of “Heaven's Angels: My Many Encounters” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Heaven's Angels: My Many Encounters” at traditional brick and mortar bookstores or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Heaven's Angels: My Many Encounters,” contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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